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noun

hexa· gon | \ˈhek-sə-ˌgän  \ 
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Definition of hexagon 

: a polygon of six angles and six sides 

Examples of hexagon in a Sentence

Recent Examples on the Web

Sides denote privilege, with hexagons trumping pentagons, for instance.— John J. Miller, WSJ, "A Multidimensional 
Religious Story," 8 June 2018 Overall, Saturn's atmosphere seems fairly static over time—even the surprising 
hexagon-shaped jet stream over the north pole has changed little, Cassini showed, since Voyager first sighted it.— Carolyn 
Porco, Scientific American, "Cassini at Saturn: A Retrospective," 1 Oct. 2017 

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 
'hexagon.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us 
feedback. 

See More

First Known Use of hexagon

1570, in the meaning defined above

History and Etymology for hexagon

Greek hexagōnon, neuter of hexagōnos hexagonal, from hexa- + gōnia angle — more at -gon
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Home British & World English hexagon

Definition of hexagon in English:

hexagon

NOUN

Example sentences

Origin

Late 16th century: via late Latin from Greek 

hexagōnon, neuter (used as a noun) of hexagōnos 

‘six-angled’.

Pronunciation

hexagon /ˈhɛksəɡ(ə)n/
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A plane figure with six straight sides and 

angles.
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Definition of “hexagon” - English Dictionary

“hexagon” in American English 

 See all translations

(Definition of “hexagon” from the Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary © Cambridge University Press) 

“hexagon” in English 

 See all translations

American 

hexagon
noun  US [ C ]






geometry a flat shape that has six straight sides

English 

hexagon
noun  UK  US [ C ]











Search English  



Related word

hexagonal

Geometrical shapes

-cornered -dimensional arch circular congruently conical

cruciform cuboid cylinder cylindrical decagon

dodecahedron dome ellipse heptagonal octagon octahedron

polygon trapezium triangle

See more results »

(Definition of “hexagon” from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) 

Examples of “hexagon”

These examples are from the Cambridge English Corpus and from sources on the web. Any opinions in the examples 
do not represent the opinion of the Cambridge Dictionary editors or of Cambridge University Press or its licensors.

The resulting cells are all hexagons, except that the cells corresponding to the 12 vertices of the 

original icosahedron are pentagons.





a flat shape with six straight sides

Thesaurus: synonyms and related words–

Examples 

i



a geometric shape with six straight sides. Something in the shape of a 

hexagon is hexagonal.

Synonyms and related words 

Shapes with many angles: chevron, the Cross, cube... 

Explore Thesaurus 

From the Blog

What is binge-watching?
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‘Black and white’ is a surprisingly 

colourful expres...
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hexagon - definition and synonyms

Contribute to our Open Dictionary

comedy gold

a piece of entertainment, joke, situation or person that is 

extremely funny

BuzzWord Article

More BuzzWords

Open Dictionary

imposter syndrome

a feeling many successful people have, that they don't deserve 

to be successful or famous and will be found out
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amazeballs

showmance

hygge

stacking

chainwatch

mic drop
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4-D

chap hop

BuzzWord archive
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